The logic of single-conclusion (functional) proofs (FLP) is introduced. It combines the veriÿcation property of proofs with the single valuedness of proof predicate and describes the operations on proofs induced by modus ponens rule and proof checking. It is proved that FLP is decidable, sound and complete with respect to arithmetical proof interpretations based on single-valued proof predicates. The application to arithmetical inference rules speciÿcation and PA-admissibility testing is considered. We show that the provability in FLP gives the complete admissibility test for the rules which can be speciÿed by schemes in FLP-language. The test is supplied with the ground proof extraction algorithm which eliminates the admissible rules from a PA-proof by utilizing the information from the corresponding FLP-proofs.
Introduction
G odel [11] introduced the modal logic S4 as a logic of abstract provability. The supposed informal meaning of the formula F was "F has a proof ". But a formal provability semantics for S4 was not proposed. The principal di culty was caused by the veriÿcation property of proofs "if F has a proof then F is valid":
It was chosen as the general property of provability notion and was incorporated in S4 via the re exivity axiom But this axiom turns out to be incorrect with respect to the straightforward arithmetical interpretation of F as "F is provable in a formal theory T " where T is any theory for which the Second G odel Incompleteness Theorem holds (and so the logic of formal provability (cf. [16] ) in the unimodal language is inconsistent with the re exivity axiom).
The approach which handles the trouble was sketched by G odel in his Lecture at Zilsel's (1938, remains unpublished till 1995, [12] ): it is the constructive reformulation of S4 in the language with the basic proposition "t is a proof of F " and with special proof expressions representing the structure of the proofs.
This approach was independently developed by S. Artemov. In [4, [6] [7] [8] , the operational modal logic of proofs or simply the Logic of Proofs (LP) was introduced. It describes the multi-valued version of the proof predicate "x is a proof of F " together with operations on proofs induced by propositional PA-sound inference rules. LP provides a provability interpretation for the modal logic S4, which was the intended informal semantics for S4 in G odel's paper [11] . In the LP-language the S4-modality (·) is split into an inÿnite set of labeled modalities [t](·) where t is a term combined from proof variables and axiom constants (i.e. notations for the trivial proofs of axioms) using a ÿnite set of functional symbols which denote some particular computable operations on proofs. Thus, a term t is some kind of program which computes a proof given the proofs denoted by its atomic components. The constructor [·](·) in LP-language corresponds to the arithmetical proof predicate Prf (·; ·). The veriÿcation property of proofs is expressed by LP-axioms of the form
LP is sound and complete with respect to arithmetical multi-conclusion proof interpretations and is the exact realization of S4 (i.e. S4 F i there is a way (·) r to label all boxes in F by terms for which LP F r ):
S4 ,→ LP ,→ PA:
There is another common property of the traditional proof systems (Hilbert style, Gentzen style, natural deduction, etc.): the proofs are structured in such a way that it is possible to extract from a proof p the unique formula which is proved by p. It holds when the theorem proving is a goal oriented process which involves the single-conclusion inference rules only and does not prove anything irrelevant to the goal. The suitable formulation of this property is the requirement that the proof predicate should be single valued (or functional ). There is no way to express the singlevaluedness property of proof predicate in the propositional unimodal language, but an operational labeled-modal language (like LP-language) is already su cient. The proof logic LP itself has the special tools (necessary for the realization of S4) which force the proof predicate to be multi-valued for every sound proof interpretation. We remove these tools from the language and deÿne the logic of single-conclusion (functional) proofs FLP semantically as the set of all formulas which are valid under every single-conclusion proof interpretation (i.e. based on a single-valued proof predicate). Note that FLP contains all the formulas of the form (1) but is incompatible with LP. It also cannot be an exact realization of any normal unimodal logic: a formula of the form
¬[a]F ∨ ¬[a](F → F)
is valid for any single-valued interpretation of [·](·), but its unimodal variant
is inconsistent with any normal logic when F is a tautology.
In this paper the calculus FLP c is introduced. We prove it to be a sound and compete axiomatic description for the single-conclusion proof logic FLP. The decidability of FLP is established. The decision procedure is derived from the proof of the completeness theorem. (These results were declared in a short form without proofs in [13] .)
We also consider the application of FLP logic to the inference rules speciÿcation and admissibility testing. When a formal system is used to prove theorems the admissible inference rules may simplify the proofs. One can invent a new inference rule, test its admissibility and then to use it as well as the ground rules of the system. The extended formal system has the same provable formulas so its soundness is preserved. The following questions are essential here:
• How to specify a rule?
• How to test the admissibility of a rule?
• How to transform a proof with admissible rules into a ground proof ? We try the FLP-language as a scheme-language for the speciÿcation of arithmetical inference rules. It gives the PA-admissibility testing algorithm: the rule with the scheme
We also show how the corresponding FLP c -proofs can be utilized when a proof with admissible rules is converted into a ground PA-proof. This paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 the FLP-language and its semantics are presented together with the semantical deÿnition of the logic FLP. Here we introduce the necessary arithmetical tools. The corresponding technical lemmas are surely known by those working in this area, also we repeat them for completeness. In Section 4 we introduce the conditional uniÿcation problems together with the corresponding uniÿcation algorithms. This uniÿcation technique is used for formalization of the single-valuedness property of the proof predicate via the Uniÿca-tion axioms. In Section 5 we present the calculus FLP c and prove the soundness theorem. Sections 6 and 7 contain the proofs of the completeness and decidability results for FLP c . The saturation which is the ÿrst part of the completeness proof and gives the decision procedure is considered in Section 6. Section 7 contains the rest of the completeness proof (the arithmetical part) which also veriÿes the decision procedure. In Section 8 the PA-admissibility test for inference rules speciÿed by schemes in the FLP-language is presented and veriÿed. The last Section 9 contains the conversion method which eliminates the PA-admissible rules from the PAproofs. 
The
Comment. The FLP-language is the fragment of the language of proof logic LP [4, [6] [7] [8] which admits a provability semantics based on single-conclusion proof systems. The informal variant of this semantics is as follows. We start with some formal system T . It is supposed to be su ciently strong so its proof predicate "x is a (code of a) T -proof which proves y" is expressible in the language of T and T can prove some basic facts about proofs and programs dealing with these proofs. We also suppose that T is a single-conclusion system which means that its proof predicate is single valued (functional). In the FLP-language this proof predicate is denoted by [·](·)-constructor. Sentence letters denote some statements from the language of T and proof letters denote the codes of some T -proofs. We admit the most general form of encoding T can deal with. A code means any program without input for which T can prove its convergence. The codes of proofs compute T -proofs. The operations ! and × are computable operations on these codes. × is induced by the modus ponens rule: it returns a code of a proof for G given the corresponding codes for F → G and F:
The function symbol ! represents the proof checking operation. Given a code of a proof t which proves some statement F it recovers the statement and returns a code of some proof !t which veriÿes that t proves F. (Note that in this case the T -proof with the code !t must also verify that t converges.)
Arithmetical interpretations
In order to give the formal semantics for FLP-language we use the ÿrst order arithmetic PA as T . For technical reasons we consider PA in the extended arithmetical language L(PA) containing function symbols for every primitive recursive function (cf. [15] ). It is also supposed that the language L(PA) has two disjoint sets of variable names for free and bound variables and the syntax includes the rules for the standard choice of the names for bound variables in a formula (for example: the ÿrst occurrence of a quantiÿer must bind z 0 , the second one must bind z 1 , etc.). ' denotes the G odel number of the formula ' and n denotes the numeral corresponding to n ∈ !.
The set of arithmetical 1 -formulas is deÿned as the least set which contains all boolean combinations of atomic formulas and is closed under ∧; ∨; bound quantiÿcation and existential quantiÿcation. An arithmetical formula ' is called provably 1 -formula if ' and ¬' are provably equivalent to some 1 -formulas. An arithmetical formula '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y) is called provably functional w.r.t. y if PA '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y) ∧ '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; z) → y = z:
In the standard model of PA any provably functional 1 -formula represents a graph of some partial recursive function and any partial recursive function can be represented in this way. The expression (Ã-term) of the form Ãz:'(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; z) where ' is 1 -formula provably functional w.r.t. z is called a recursive term and is used as a notation for the partial recursive function with the graph {(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; z) ∈ ! n+1 | '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; z) is valid}:
In this paper the recursive terms are used in arithmetical formulas as suitable shortenings. For any formula ' ∈ L(PA) we deÿne the result of simultaneous substitution [f 0 =x 0 ; : : : ; f n−1 =x n−1 ] of recursive terms f 0 = Ãz: 0 ; : : : ; f n−1 = Ãz: n−1 in ': where x 0 ; : : : ; x n−1 is the list of all free variables of f. We also use the similar notation '(f 0 ; : : : ; f n−1 ) where ' is a formula when the variable names x 0 ; : : : ; x n−1 are unessential; it can be easily eliminated using the small scope convention (cf. [10] ). x is provably 1 -formula too.
3. The classes of provably 1 -formulas and provably co-1 -formulas are closed under substitutions of provably total recursive terms.
Deÿnition 3.3.
A single-valued ( functional) proof predicate is a provably 1 -formula Prf (x; y) with the properties: 1. PA ' ⇔ for some n ∈ !PA Prf ( n; ' ), 2. the relation {(n; m) ∈ ! 2 | Prf ( n; m) is valid} is single-valued (functional), 3. the set {n ∈ ! | ∃yPrf( n; y) is valid} is recursive.
Comment. For a single-valued proof predicate the set {(m; n) | Prf ( m; n)} is a graph of the partial recursive function
with a recursive domain. Note that
when m; n ∈ ! are ÿxed. For some single-valued proof predicate PA may fail to prove such (valid) facts as "Card{y | Prf ( n; y)}61" or " ∀y(Prf ( n; y) → y6T ( n))" which turns out to be unessential for the arithmetical soundness results of the next section. In the arithmetical completeness theorem we use, in fact, more restricted class of proof predicates.
An example of single-valued proof predicate is the standard G odel proof predicate PROOF(x; y) which is the naturally constructed provably 1 -formula for "x is a G odel number of a PA-derivation and y is the G odel number of its last formula".
The operations × and ! can be implemented as suitable recursive terms m(x; y) and c(x). The requirements on the implementations can be reformulated as follows:
for all closed provably total recursive terms f; g and all formulas '; ∈ L(PA). For any single-valued proof predicate such recursive terms do exist but are not unique. The possible examples are
= ' for some formulas '; ; 0 otherwise (3) and Proof. Substitute m Prf (x; y), c Prf (x) into (2). The resulting formulas are valid and provably equivalent to 1 -formulas so they are PA-provable.
Deÿnition 3.5. A single-conclusion (or functional) proof interpretation is * = Prf ; c; m; (·) * where Prf is a single-valued proof predicate, c; m are recursive terms which satisfy (2) and (·)
* is an evaluation of sentence letters by arithmetical statements and proof letters by closed provably total recursive terms. We extend this evaluations to all terms and formulas of FLP-language: ⊥ * = (0 = 1), * commutes with boolean connectives, (ts)
Comment. In this deÿnition t * is the recursive term Ãz:z = k where k is the G odel number of t * so c( t * ) has the form Ãz: ∃z 0 (C(z 0 ; z) ∧ z 0 = k). The expression F * is treated similarly. All substitutions are simultaneous.
Comment. In this paper all the interpretations of the FLP-language are single-conclusion proof interpretations. It is the main di erence from the case of multi-conclusion proof logic LP which forces the proof predicate to be multi-valued. In the rest of the text, we usually use the term "an interpretation" omitting the preÿx "single-conclusion proof ".
Lemma 3.6. Let * be an interpretation. For any t ∈ T m the recursive term t * is closed provably total. For any F ∈ F m the arithmetical formula F * is closed. If S * i is provably 1 -formula for every sentence letter occurring in F not inside the [·](·)-operator then F * is provably 1 -formula too.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.2.
Deÿnition 3.7. The logic of single-conclusion ( functional) proofs FLP is {F ∈ Fm | PA F * for every single-conclusion proof interpretation * }:
Example. Clearly, FLP contains all tautologies and is closed under modus ponens and substitution rules. It also contains the speciÿcations for ×,
as they are the backward translations of the conditions from (2). The re exivity scheme The following two examples re ect the single-valuedness condition:
For any interpretation t * is a single-conclusion proof which cannot prove more than one arithmetical formula so the translations of these formulas are valid. PA can prove them because the translation of the ÿrst one is a closed provably 1 -formula and in the case of the second one either
Comment. We shall prove later that FLP coincides with the set {F ∈ Fm | F * is valid for every single-conclusion proof interpretation * }:
This result together with the decision procedure for FLP is a consequence of the completeness theorem for FLP c calculus which gives the axiomatic description for FLP logic.
Conditional uniÿcation
Here we summarize the uniÿcation techniques which is necessary for the axiomatization of the single-valuedness property of proof predicate via the uniÿcation axioms. We extend the approach from [1] [2] [3] 5] where the uniÿcation axioms were formulated for more primitive language without complex proof terms.
The members of Tm ∪ Fm will be considered as terms in the signature = {⊥; →; [·](·); !; ×} and will be called expressions. In this context a substitution is a mapping of Tm into Tm and Fm into Fm which commutes with function symbols from and has a ÿnite set 
where A i ; B i ; C i ; D i ∈ Tm ∪ Fm. A solution, or a uniÿer of (5) is a substitution with the property:
: : : ; n: (5) has a trivial solution = id (which may be not unique).
(2) The uniÿers of the problem
are all the substitutions with the property p 0 = p 1 = p 2 = p 3 . All of them have the form 0 where 0 = [p 0 =p 1 ; p 0 =p 2 ] is the most general solution in a weak sense. The weak sense means that for some = id the substitution 0 is not a uniÿer.
Comment. The classical (unconditional) uniÿcation is a special case of this deÿnition when A i = B i for all i. We show that in the conditional case the main results of the classical uniÿcation theory are also valid. But here we have a weaker form of the deÿnition of a most general uniÿer which takes into account that the set of all uniÿers is not closed under the multiplication on an arbitrary substitution (see Corollary 4.4). Let Sb ⊂ Tm ∪ Fm be a ÿnite set which contains all expressions from (5) and for any A ∈ Sb all subexpressions of A also belong to Sb. It may be used as a directed acyclic graph (DAG, see [14, 9] for details) representation for (5): the subexpression relation is a partial order on Sb which deÿnes the DAG-structure, a node A ∈ Sb which is not a variable (a function node) is labeled with the main function symbol of A, other nodes (variable nodes) are labeled with themselves. We also distinguish the type of the node (proof term or formula).
Deÿnition 4.2. An equivalence relation on the nodes of the DAG is called valid (cf. [14] ) if it has the following properties:
(i) two function nodes with the same function symbol are equivalent i their corresponding suns are equivalent in pairs; (ii) each equivalence class is homogeneous, that is it does not contain two nodes with distinct function symbols or with di erent types; (iii) the equivalence classes may be partially ordered by the partial order of the DAG.
A valid equivalence relation is called consistent (with the conditional uniÿcation problem (5)) if (iv) C i is equivalent to D i when A i is equivalent to B i , i = 1; : : : ; n.
Any substitution deÿnes an equivalence relation ≡ on Sb:
Lemma 4.3. (1) A substitution is an uniÿer of (5) i the equivalence relation ≡ is consistent.
(2) For any valid equivalence relation ≡ the unconditional uniÿcation problem
is uniÿable and ≡ is ≡ where is the most general uniÿer (mgu) for (6). (2) If the conditional uniÿcation problem (5) is uniÿable then it has a (weak) most general uniÿer; i.e. a uniÿer with the property: every uniÿer Â of (5) has the form Â = for some substitution . (Note that not every substitutions of the form must unify (5):) Moreover; the following additional conditions on the mgu can be fulÿlled:
Proof. (1) Eq. (5) is uniÿable i there exists a consistent equivalence relation.
(2) Let (5) be uniÿable and ≡ be the least consistent equivalence relation. The relation ≡ is valid so it coincides with ≡ for any mgu of (6). The unconditional uniÿcation problem (6) has an mgu with the required additional properties. It uniÿes (5) . We claim that is a mgu for (5). Indeed, let Â be any uniÿer of (5). We have A ≡ B ⇒ A ≡ Â B for A; B ∈ Sb so Â uniÿes (6) too and Â = for some substitution because is the mgu of (6).
We shall write 
The calculus FLP c
With a formula [t 1 ]F 1 ∧ · · · ∧ [t n ]F n we associate a conditional uniÿcation problem S: t i = t j ⇒ F i = F j ; i;j = 1; : : : ; n:
The uniÿcation axiom is a formula of the form
where A = B mod S. Note that the set of all uniÿcation axioms is closed under substitutions (follows from Lemma 4.6).
Lemma 5.1. Every uniÿcation axiom belongs to FLP.
Proof. Let * be an interpretation. We have to check that the arithmetical translation of (8) is PA-provable. By Lemma 3.2 the formula
is provably 1 ; so PA ¬G * when G * is not valid and in this case PA (G → C) * for any C ∈ Fm. Let G * be valid. We choose Sb ⊂ Tm ∪ Fm consisting of all subexpressions occurring in (8) and deÿne the equivalence relation on Sb as follows:
U ≡ V i U and V are both formulas or both proof terms and U * = V * :
The relation ≡ is consistent with (7). Indeed, conditions (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 3.1. Condition (iii) holds because U * ¡ V * when U is a proper subexpression of V so the reduced graph does not contain cycles.
Let us prove (iv). By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.2 there exist k i ∈ !, i = 1; : : : ; n such that 
here S is the conditional uniÿca-tion problem (7)). Rule: modus ponens.
Comment. Axioms (A0) -(A3) come from LP. For more primitive languages the formalization of the single-valuedness property of the proof predicate via the uniÿcation axioms was proposed in [1, 2] where the language restrictions make it possible to use the standard unconditional uniÿcation technique. The uniÿcation axioms which involve the conditional uniÿcation were considered in [3, 5, 13] .
Comment. FLP c is inconsistent with LP. The formula [t]F ∧ [t](F → F) → ( ↔ ⊥)
is a uniÿcation axiom and The unrestricted possibility to choose the default names for trivial proofs is inconsistent with the single-conclusion proof logic. There is a clear way to extend FLP c with a restricted form of constructive necessitation rule (with fresh axiom constants). The soundness and completeness results for this extension will follow immediately from the corresponding Theorems 5.3 and 7.7 for FLP c .
Proof. As we have seen (examples from Section 3, Lemma 5.1) all axioms (A0) -(A4) belong to FLP which is closed under the modus ponens rule too.
The decision procedure for FLP
We extract the decision algorithm for FLP from the analysis of the nondeterministic saturation procedure described below. It will be proved that FLP c F i every computation of the saturation procedure terminates. We will also see that it is su cient to make a ÿnite number of steps in order to understand that the computation is inÿnite. It gives the decision procedure for FLP c because the branching is binary. The part "if " is a direct consequence of the saturation rules. We derive the part "only if " from the completeness theorem for FLP c (see Section 7) which also veriÿes that the same algorithm is a decision procedure for FLP too.
The saturation procedure starts from a formula F ∈ Fm. It initializes the data structure ( ; ; ) := ∅; := ⊥; F; = id;
where ; are lists of formulas and is a substitution. Then, it applies repeatedly the following block of instructions: 1. For every formula X → Y ∈ which has not been discharged by the rule 1 before non-deterministically append Y to , if Y = ∈ , or append X to , if X = ∈ , and discharge the formula X → Y ∈ . If ∩ = ∅ than stop else go to 2. 2. For any formula X → Y ∈ append X to , unless X = ∈ , and append Y to , unless Y = ∈ . If ∩ = ∅ than stop else go to 3.
For all [t]X ∈ such that X =
∈ append X to . Repeat this action until will not change. If ∩ = ∅ than stop else go to 4.
For all pairs [s]X; [t](X → Y ) ∈ append [ts]Y to if it has not been there before.
If ∩ = ∅ than stop else go to 5. If (7) is not uniÿable or ∩ = ∅ than stop else go to 1.
Lemma 6.1. If every computation of the saturation procedure is ÿnite then FLP c F.
Proof. Consider the computation tree. It has the binary branching and no inÿnite paths, so it is ÿnite. By the induction on the depth of a node we can prove that
It is su cient because in the root node the formula → is equivalent to F. The basis and the induction steps correspondent to the saturation rules 1-5 are fairly standard. Consider the case of the saturation rule 6. We have FLP c → X . If (7) is not uniÿable then FLP c X → and so (9) holds. Otherwise One turn of transformations 1-6 will be called a loop. Each transformation will be called a saturation step (the correspondent instruction 1-6 is referred to as a saturation rule). A step is active if it changes the triplet ( ; ; ). Any change of ; is caused by some formulas which have been appended before. We shall call them the active formulas of the step (the step must be active too). For rule 1 the active formula is the formula X → Y which is discharged. For rule 2 active are the formulas X → Y ∈ with X = ∈ or Y = ∈ . For rule 3 active formulas are all the formulas [t]F ∈ for which F has been added to on this step. The step (i − 1) corresponds to rule 3, so X; X → Y ∈ after it. The formula X → Y is already discharged or will be discharged on the next loop by rule 1 (in the latter case it will be transformed into X 1 → Y 1 by rule 6 and then discharged). In both cases Y 1 is appended to before the step of the form 3 of the next loop starts (unless the computation terminates earlier) so [(ts) 1 ]Y 1 cannot be active on it and later (with respect to rule 3). Lemma 6.3. For any computation the number of active steps of the form 1; 2; 3 and 6 is ÿnite.
Proof. For a ÿnite computation the statement is trivial. Consider an inÿnite computation. The only rule which changes the set Var( ∪ ) is rule 6. Any active step of the form 6 reduces the number of variables in ∪ , so the number of such steps in the computation is bounded by the cardinality of Var(F). Let 0 ; 0 be the lists ; just after the last active step i of this form. Consider some active step j¿i of the form 1, 2 or 3. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that any formula which is active for j must be a subformula of 0 ∪ 0 : This gives the ÿnite upper bound for the number of active steps j¿i of the form 1-3.
A ÿnite sequence of consecutive loops in a computation will be called a segment. The length of a segment is the number of loops in it. A segment is called l-free (here l ∈ {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6} is a number of saturation rule) if the segment does not contain active steps of the form l. Let 0 ; 0 be the lists ; when a segment starts and Sub f be the set of all subformulas of 0 ∪ 0 ,
A segment is called long if its length is greater than k. Lemma 6.4. A computation is inÿnite i it contains a long 1; 2; 3; 6-free segment.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 any inÿnite computation contains a long 1; 2; 3; 6-free segment. It remains to prove that any computation with long 1; 2; 3; 6-free segment is inÿnite.
It is su cient to prove that after the end of the long 1; 2; 3; 6-free segment rule 6 will never be active. Indeed, if it is so then by Lemma 6.2 rules 1-3 will never be active after the end of the segment too. If a formula is appended on a 1; 2; 3; 6-free loop then it has the form [t]F where
G is appended to on the previous loop}; so rules 4 and 5 on the loop k +1 and later (the numbering goes from the beginning of the segment) will add to formulas which cannot be in = 0 : Thus the computation never terminates.
Let a segment 1; 2; : : : ; j − 1 be 1; 2; 3; 6-free and j¿k + 1. The loop j is 1; 2; 3-free by Lemma 6.2. Consider a formula A = [q]Y which is appended to on the loop j by rule 4 or 5. We claim that the list does not contain formulas of the form [q]G with Y = G up to the end of application of rules 4 and 5, so the loop j is 6-free too (because at this loop 1 will be id). Suppose the opposite. 
is included in system (7) for this step. As the loop j − 1 is 6-free the substitution 1 = id must unify (11) . This is impossible because Y = G. by rule 5 on some loop j 1 ∈ {1; : : : ; j}; so G = [t]Z and F = Z. As we have proved in Case 1 the formulas [t]F and [t]Z could not appear in on the previous step. This means that they were in when step 6 of the loop j − 1 started and the conditional equality t = t ⇒ F = G was included in system (7) for the step 6 of the loop j − 1. As in Case 1 this is impossible because the loop j − 1 is 6-free.
Corollary 6.5. The following problem is decidable: to check whether every computation of the saturation procedure on a formula F is ÿnite.
Proof. The branching of the computation tree is bounded, so the standard backtracking provides an e ective search for 1; 2; 3; 6-free segment which terminates after a ÿnite number of steps. If the search fails then every computation of the saturation procedure is ÿnite, otherwise we have found a segment of an inÿnite computation. Corollary 6.6. Let a computation of the saturation procedure be inÿnite and a formula G is appended to on the loop number n. Then n = O(|G|).
Proof. For an inÿnite computation and some n 0 all the loops with numbers n¿n 0 are 1; 2; 3; 6-free. The saturation rules 4 and 5 append to the formulas of the form [q]H only. For n¿n 0 the function
H is appended to on the loop number n} is strictly increasing so f(n)¿n − C. Thus n¡f(n) + C6|G| + C for any formula G = [q]H which is appended to on the loop number n¿n 0 .
7. Arithmetical completeness of FLP Theorem 7.1. If the saturation procedure has an inÿnite computation with the initial formula F then F * is not valid for some interpretation * .
Proof. Let , , be the limits of corresponding data structures for the inÿnite computation which starts with F. The triplet ( ; ; ) has the following saturation properties:
• is recursive, is ÿnite, is an idempotent substitution;
B ∈ } is a singleton or ∅, the mapping t → I (t) is recursive;
• the saturation rules cannot change the triplet ( ; ; ):
Moreover, the saturation properties can be formalized and proved in PA by the formalization of the proofs of Lemma 6.4 and Corollary 6.6. In particular, the membership to can be represented by a provably 1 -formula and PA can prove the totality of I .
Let
First, we deÿne the interpretation for the fragment Tm 1 ∪ Fm 1 of FLP-language (in the same way as in [4] ) and then extend it to Tm ∪ Fm as follows:
The values of (·) * on sentence letters S i ∈ Fm 1 and proof letters p j ∈ Tm 1 will be
The deÿnitions of Prf (x; y); c(x) = z:C(x; z); m(x; y) = z:M (x; y; z) are given by a multiple arithmetical ÿxed point equation which involves the standard proof predicate PROOF and the operations ⊗ = m PROOF , ⇑ = c Prf from Section 3. In the ÿxed point equations the * means the extension of (·) * based on Prf (x; y); c(x); m(x; y). Note that for t ∈ Tm 1 , B ∈ Fm 1 the values of t * and B * can be calculated in a primitive recursive way from Prf (x; y) , C(x; z) , M (x; y; z) .
The coding of FLP-formulas is a parameter of the deÿnitions. We suppose it to be chosen in such a way that t is not a code of a PA-derivation for any t ∈ Tm and PA proves "if x = t for some t ∈ Tm then ∀y ¬ PROOF ( t ; y)".
By the arithmetical ÿxed point argument there exist arithmetical formulas Prf (x; y), C(x; z), M (x; y; z) such that PA proves the following:
Prf (x; y) ↔ PROOF (x; y) ∨ ("x = t for some t ∈ Tm 1 " ∧"y = B * for B ∈ I (t)");
C(x; z) ↔ "if x = t * for some t ∈ Tm 1 then z = !t else z =⇑ f ";
M (x; y; z) ↔ "if x = s ; y = t for some s; t ∈ Tm 1 then z = st ; if x = s for some s ∈ Tm 1 and y = t for any t ∈ Tm 1 then z = ( w:PROOF 1 (w; B * )) ⊗ y when I (s) = {B} and z = 0 ⊗ y when I (s) = ∅; if x = s for any s ∈ Tm 1 and y = t for some t ∈ Tm 1 then z = x ⊗ ( w:PROOF (w; B * ))when I (t) = {B} and z = x ⊗ 0 when I (t) = ∅;
The following statements are the immediate consequences of the ÿxed point equations (FPE):
• Prf (x; y) is provably 1 formula, conditions 2 and 3 from the deÿnition of functional proof predicate are fulÿlled.
• C(x; z); M(x; y; z) are provably 1 formulas which are provably functional (with respect to z).
• PA ' ⇒ Prf (n; ' ) is valid for some n ∈ ! (and PA Prf ( n; ' )).
• PA t * = t and thus * is injective on Tm 1 ∪ Fm 1 :
Lemma 7.2. X * is provably 1 for any X ∈ Fm:
Proof. X * =(X ) * where X ∈Fm 1 . For X ∈ Fm 1 the statement follows from Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Induction on X ∈ Fm 1 . Case X = S i and the inductive steps corresponding to boolean connectives are trivial. Corollary 7.4. PA ' ⇔ for some n ∈ !PA Prf ( n; ' ).
Proof. It remains to prove (⇐): If PA Prf ( n; ' ) then PROOF(n; ' ) or n = t ; ' = B * and [t]B ∈ . In the latter case B ∈ by the saturation property of and PA ' by Lemma 7.3. In the ÿrst one PA ' too because PROOF is a proof predicate.
Corollary 7.5. PA ¬F * (and so F * is not valid).
Proof. F * = (F ) * ; F ∈ . By Lemma 7.3 PA ¬F * .
So we have established that Prf is a single-valued proof predicate and the translation F * of the formula F is not valid. It remains to prove that the functions c(x) and m(x; y) really implement the operations !, × in the sense of Section 3. The ÿrst line of (2) follows immediately from FPE and corresponding properties of ⇑; ⊗. The arithmetical formulas from the second and third lines of (2) are provably 1 , so it is su cient to prove that they are valid. Lemma 7.6. If f; g are closed provably recursive terms and '; are arithmetical formulas then the formulas Prf (f; ' ) → Prf (c( f ); Prf (f; ' ) );
are valid.
Proof. Consider the ÿrst formula. Let Prf (f; ' ) be valid. The formula Prf (f; ' ) is provably 1 , so PA Prf (f; ' ) and Prf (z; Prf (f; ' ) ) is valid for z = ⇑ f . If f = t * for every t ∈ Tm 1 then c( f ) = z and Prf (c( f ); Prf (f; ' ) ) is valid too. If f = t * for some t ∈ Tm 1 then ' = B * where [t]B ∈ . In this case [!t][t]B ∈ and Prf ( !t ; Prf (t * ; ' ) ) is valid. But then
so Prf (c( f ); Prf (f; ' ) ) is valid. Consider the second formula. Let Prf (f; ' → ) and Prf (g; ' ) be valid, x; y be the values of f; g, respectively. Case ). Case x = s for any s ∈ Tm 1 and y = t for some t ∈ Tm 1 is similar to the previous one. Case x = s and y = t for every s; t ∈ Tm 1 . By FPE the formulas PROOF(f; ' → ) and PROOF(g; ' ) are valid, which implies PROOF(m(f; g); ) and Prf (m(f; g);
).
We combine all the completeness results for FLP c in the following statement: Proof. Condition 4 from Theorem 7.7 is decidable by Corollary 6.5.
Inference rules speciÿcation and testing
We consider the FLP-language as a scheme language for arithmetic. A formula F ∈ Fm is a scheme for the set of arithmetical formulas {F * | * is a functional proof interpretation}:
Similarly a ÿgure of the form F 1 ; : : : ; F n =F is a scheme for the set of ÿgureŝ Proof. Follows from Lemma 8.1.
Example. The following schemes are PA-admissible:
All of them are obtained by the same method: they have the form F 1 ; : : : ; F n =F where
Theorem 8.4 (Admissibility test)
. A scheme = F 1 ; : : : ; F n =F is PA-admissible i
Proof. The part "if " is a trivial consequence of the soundness result (Theorem 5.3): Comment. Suppose we wish to verify an arithmetical formula ' by means of PA suspecting that the veriÿcation involves some basic properties of the proof predicate and can be based on already veriÿed formulas ' 1 ; : : : ; ' n . Instead of constructing a PA-proof of ' from the proofs of ' i directly we may try to invent a scheme = F 1 ; : : : ; F n =F together with an interpretation * for which F * = ', F * i = ' i (an abstraction step) and test for PA-admissibility. When we prove F 1 ∧ · · · ∧ F n → F in FLP c the invention process is combined with testing. As it is shown this approach is sound and general provided the FLP-language is su cient to specify the right rule. It gives a way to replace on some steps a ground formal system PA with more simple "high level" system FLP c . But sometimes the goal is not only to verify '. It is desired to construct its PA-proof too. This requires the conversion of a proof with admissible rules into the ground one (see the next section).
PA-proof extraction
In this section we discuss a method which constructs the PA-proof of F * given FLP c -proof of F 1 ∧ · · · ∧ F n → F and PA-proofs of F * i . The suitable ÿnite fragment of the interpretation * should be also available. The straightforward approach involves the search of the PA-proof for the formula F * 1 ∧ · · · ∧ F * n → F * . Our method utilizes the additional information (the FLP c -proof) and requires the proof search only for formulas of the form B * where B is an axiom of the calculus FLP c .
Deÿnition 9.1. A restricted interpretation is * = Prf ; c; m; (·) * which satisÿes the same conditions as in Deÿnition 3.5 but the mapping (·) * is ÿnite, i.e. the value v * is deÿned for a variables v only when v ∈ Dom( * ) where Dom( * ) is a ÿnite set of variables. An interpretation • (restricted or not) is an extension of the restricted interpretation * if they have the same Prf ; c; m and (·)
• extends (·) * . Variables which do not belong to Dom( * ) will be called fresh (with respect to * ).
Clearly, any restricted interpretation can be extended to an interpretation. For any formula F ∈ Fm it is su cient to know a restricted interpretation with Var(F) ⊆ Dom( * ) in order to ÿnd its arithmetical translation F * . 
where q 1 ; : : : ; q n are distinct variables and q i does not occur in B j for j6i. The binding B( q) is basic if all B i are axioms of FLP c .
Lemma 9.3. Let B( q) be a basic binding of the form (12) . Any restricted interpretation for which all q i are fresh variables can be extended to a restricted interpretation * with V ar(B * ( q)) ⊆ Dom( * ) and PA B * ( q).
Proof. Let * be an arbitrary extension of the given restricted interpretation to all fresh variables from Var(B * ( q))\{q 1 ; : : : ; q n }. We update it as follows. B * 1 is already deÿned and PA B * 1 because an FLP c -axiom is sound under any interpretation. So PA Prf (k; B * 1 ) for some k ∈ !. Let q * 1 := (Ãz:z = k ): Then B * 2 is deÿned and q * 2 can be set in a similar way, etc. Thus q * i for i = 1; : : : ; n and B * ( q) are deÿned and B * ( q) is a valid closed provably 1 -formula. So PA B * ( q).
The following statement is a variant of the Lifting Lemma from [4] . for some term t and some basic binding B( q) where the variables r 1 ; : : : ; r m ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n are distinct and do not occur in G. The corresponding t and B( q) can be constructed e ectively from the FLP c -proof of G.
Proof. The deduction theorem for the FLP c calculus is valid because FLP c extends the classical propositional calculus and the only inference rule is modus ponens. So it is su cient to construct the corresponding t and B( q) of the form (12) 
